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HMS Rattler was a 12gun sloop of the Royal
Navy and the first British warship to adopt a
screw propeller powered by a Steam engine.
She was arguably the
first such warship in the
world. Screw propulsion
had some obvious potential advantages for warships over paddle
propulsion. Firstly, paddlewheels were exposed
to enemy fire in combat, whereas a propeller
and its machinery were tucked away safely well
below deck. Also, the space taken up by paddlewheels restricted the number of guns a warship could carry, thus reducing its broadside.
These potential advantages were well understood by the Admiralty , but it was not convinced that the propeller was an
effective propulsion system. The Navy decided to conduct further tests of the
technology. For this purpose, the Navy built a screw propelled ship. HMS
Rattler was launched on 12 April 1843 at Sheerness Dockyard and spent two
years on trials. She was commissioned at Woolwich on 12 December 1844
HMS Rattler was pitted against a number of paddle wheelers from 1843 to 1845. These extended trials were to prove
conclusively that the screw propeller was indeed superior to, the paddlewheel as a propulsion system. The most famous of these
trials took place in March 1845, with Rattler conclusively beating HMS Alecto in a series of races, followed by a Tug of War contest
in which Rattler towed Alecto backwards at a speed of 2 knots (3.7 km/hr. In 1846 Rattler served with the Squadron of Evolution,
departing the Squadron in November for Gibraltar. She also visited Lisbon and South America, returning to be paid off in September 1847.
Rattler was captained by Commander Arthur Cummings from February 1849 to April 1851. During this time she was stationed off the west coast of Africa and, on 30 October 1849, captured the Brazilian slave brigantine Alepide. On 4 August 1855,
HMS Rattler along with HMS Eaglet and USS Powatan fought a naval Battle near Tai O Village, Lantau, with Chinese pirates. She
later served in Africa and the East Indies, taking part in the Second Anglo Burmese War.. She was finally broken up in late 1856.
Enclosed an article named THE SAIL AND THE PADDLE giving more history
on propeller power and steam power in the 1800’s
The next CMHS
meeting will be held on

Tuesday,
October 15th
2013
7:00 pm

At the
Petty Officers’ Mess
HCMS Tecumseh

Attention Members Tuesday October 15th, 2013 will be our General Meeting. It is time to elect and re-elect the people who will
lead the Calgary Military Historical Society in the coming year.
Please attend and vote.
Its Membership Renewal Time September is the time to renew your
membership. Please find enclosed a application form. Please fill it out
even if you pay at the meeting. This will allow us to check out our information.
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Calgary Military Historical Society
Minutes of Meeting held on September 17th, 2013
Meeting called to order at 7:10 PM by President David S.
Due to key members of the society being not in attendance discussion followed and the general thought was to
postpone the Annual General Meeting.
Bob McP– moved to postpone AGM . All agreed.
Minutes. Mo errors or omissions. Moved by Susan E and seconded by John. All in favor.
Treasures Report-Due to our treasurer being AWOL the report was given by Pres. David S. We are awash in
funds.
Membership Report. Report given by Pres. David S. We are awash in members.
Old Business
Barry E.—reminds all members of gun show at Thorrncliff Community Centre this coming weekend.
Bruce G—reports on Gun show at Torrington. Good show and turnout.
New Business
Floyd S.– received email about the last engine in the Lancaster in Nanton to be started this weekend. Discussion follows. 8:30 Friday morning.
Break
Draw by ticketmiester Neil. Many happy winners.
Show and Tell
David S.– repro badges . Soo Rifles used as examples. Explains differences and how to spot them. Discusses
man who made many fake badges.
Floyd S.-Talks of Dieppe Veteran . Show a pair of pyjamas that were made out of parachute silk.
Marty –Gettysburg memories. Medal for reanactment participation . Book on 1865 Quartermaster from Union in Civil War. Discusses various Museums the Civil War reactors have set up.
David H. Belt and Shoulder Board #1 Ceremonial Parade Dress RCAF.
Bob McP.-French Legion of Honour badge. 1870 France . Discuses RCHA 20 Kilometre march in 1970.
Volks March.
Bruce G.-Updated book on military badges. New badge that has been mis struck and part of it is upside
down. SALH Badge.
Al D.-story on Dieppe Veteran who was blinded. Story of friend who passed away. She was a Girl Guide in
1938– Mentions small museum on base in Spokane which was shut down by new Base Commander.
Bob M. Book on Helmet of WW1.
Stuart—asks about missing member..
Gary S.-Book from Osprey on British Navy. Discusses Midshipmen of the 1700’s.
Herb.-tells about 1982 South Korea visit. Describers tours that took. Place. Honours and Medals fro Ambassador from South Korea and 60th anniversary. Received certificate from US Sec. of Defence. Leather bound
certificate from Republic of Korea. Ambassador gives him Peace Medal. Claresholm Newspaper has written
him up in a front page new story.
Daryl –1939 Nazi Helmet. Discuses his fathers experience with weapons development. Various books.
Motion to adjourn. Moved by Floyd S. seconded by Bruce.
Meeting adjourned at 8:30 PM.
Note from the Editor. I came upon this article ―The Sail & Paddle Part II‖ while surfing the net for another
item on the navy. The site shows that it originates from www.rmhh.co.uk This is a genealogy website with
many hundreds of links to history in England. I never found the link to this article or too Part I. However
these links provided from this site are vast and worth going through.

THE SAIL & THE PADDLE
PART II

The tug-of-war between the screw-driven Rattler (left) and Alecto (right) was more of an
exhibition to convince public opinion than a scientific test, as the Royal Navy had already
ordered seven screw driven ships by March 1845.
o far as the merchant ship was concerned, the propeller was almost universally recognised
as the most efficient mans of ship propulsion, but the warship in general remained wedded
to sail. This was to some extent understandable, particularly in Britain, which had emerged
from the last great war as undisputed master of all the oceans. She still maintained the largest
fighting fleet in the world, and the officers and men who had manned that navy in war were still
serving in it. A radical change from wood and sail to iron and steam meant starting the navy
again from scratch, with the present superiority of numbers wiped out at a stroke. But with the
invention of the propeller the overriding objection to steam propulsion in warships, the
vulnerable paddlewheel, had been removed , and the steam engine at last had to be admitted into
naval ships.
But it was not admitted without a struggle by traditionalists, and there was still much
argument in naval circles in all countries as to weather the propeller was really superior to the
paddlewheel. The argument was finally settled in 1845, when two virtually identical frigates of
880 tons, H.M.S. Rattler and H.M.S. Alecto, were both fitted with engines of 220 horsepower,
that in H.M.S. Rattler driving a propeller and that in H.M.S. Alecto a pair of paddlewheels. In
March of that year the two ships had a race over 100 miles which the Rattler won by several
miles. In a later test, the two ships, tied together with a towing hawser, set off under full engine
power in opposite directions. The Rattler with her propeller towed the Alecto stern first at a
speed of 2.7 knots - conclusive proof that a propeller not only drove a ship faster, but also
exerted considerably more power.
So wooden warships, or at least those of Britain, were fitted with steam engines, although
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they still retained their full complement of masts and sails. The installation was achieved by
bringing the ships into drydock, cutting them in half, and lengthening them to accommodate
engines and boilers. But, whereas, in the merchant ship, masts and sails were fitted as an auxiliary
source of propulsion, for use if the engine failed, in the warship it was the engine that was an
auxiliary source of power, for use if the wind were blowing in the wrong direction. In France,
the only other nation with a comparable navy, the adoption of the steam engine, even as an
auxiliary source of power, progressed much more slowly. By 1854, only nine years after the
Rattler-Alecto trials, the entire British fleet sent into the Baltic at the start of the Crimean War
was fitted with engines; the entire French fleet in the Baltic still relied entirely on sail.
Although the propeller had emerged as the best means of transforming engine power into
motion through the water, one problem remained unsolved. The fitting of a propeller entailed
making a hole for the shaft in the ship’s sternpost, and technology could not yet ensure watertight
fitting. There were cases where ships leaked so badly through their stern gland that they had to
be beached to save them from sinking. (Wooden-hulled ships faced an additional hazard. Since
the vibration of the propeller could shake the sternpost to such an extent that the seams of the
planking near the stern opened up and let the sea in.) It was not until 1854 that this particular
problem was solved by John Penn, an engineer whose marine steam engines were widely used in
ships. Penn discovered that lignum vitae, the hard, smooth wood of the guaiacum tree, which
grows in the West Indies and has self-lubricating properties, was ideal for the purpose of lining
stern glands. It also suffered very little wear as the propeller shaft revolved inside it. It was used
for lining stern glands for the next forty years, until the more modern metallic packings were
introduced.
It has been mentioned earlier that, in general, navies were slow to implement the
advances in shipbuilding which the first half of the century brought, but this does not mean that
no improvements in naval shipbuilding were made. The best wooden warships were still those
built by France, mainly because, with the exception of the United States, she built appreciably
larger than other maritime nations. As late as 1845 the British laid down a 74-gun ship of the line
on the exact model of a French
ship which they had captured in
1794, so great was their belief in
the superiority of French design.
But in the meantime the Royal
Navy had found a naval architect
of genius. As a commander,
William Symonds had been
given permission by the British
Admiralty in 1825 to build a
corvette to his own design, and
the resulting ship, Columbine, of
18 guns, was so outstandingly
Corvettes
successful that Symonds was
promoted. His success as a
designer might have ended there had not the Duke of Portland given him a commission to build a
yacht. Named Pantaloon, she was such a success that she, too, was purchased for the navy and
adapted as a 10-gun brig. Symonds was then instructed by the Admiralty to design more ships,

including a fourth-rate of 50 guns, and their general excellence resulted in his being knighted and
made Surveyor of the Navy, responsible for all warship design. Within the next fifteen years he
was responsible for the design of more than 180 warships.
Symonds’s designs owed their great success not only to improved methods of
construction, which brought a great
increase in structural strength, but
also to an improved underwater
shape, much less full and heavy than
had been previously the case. To
some extent he followed the French
lead in building large, not so much in
overall length as in beam and depth,
so that his ships, though shorter than
the French, were broader, roomier,
and higher between decks. The loss
of speed which a shorter overall
length might have incurred was more
than made up for by the improvement
in shape of bottom, which gave his
ships a much cleaner run through the
water. Another of his improvements
was the introduction of a system for
standard sizes for masts and yards, so
that they became interchangeable, not
only between ships of the same class,
but also between ships of different
classes, 'though not of course for the
The midships section of the 36-gun frigates Pique and
same purpose. Thus, for example, the
Flora - sister ships built to the same plan (1832). This
topsail yards of a second-rate ship of
is a typical ‘Symondite’ hull form.
the line were cut to the same size as
The Demologos later the Fulton.

the main yards of a frigate, and so on. By this means the eighty-eight different sizes of masts and
yards maintained for the Royal Navy were reduced to twenty, with no loss of efficiency.
Although, in general, the fighting navies of the world turned their backs on the revolution
in shipping brought about by the introduction of the steam engine, there were some small
exceptions. The young United States Navy led the way with the Demologos, [above]
launched in 1814, but completed too late to take part in the war then being fought against Britain.
Designed by Robert Fulton (later she was renamed Fulton), she was a queer-looking vessel with
two wooden hulls abreast, in one of which was the engine and in the other a boiler, and a
paddlewheel mounted between them. She carried an armament of 30 guns designed to fire redhot shot. She finally blew up in a dockyard explosion.
Britain adopted steam for her navy only reluctantly and, at first, purely for auxiliary
services. It was Brunel who at last talked the Lords of the Admiralty out of their ultraconservative attitude, and in 1822 the Comet, a wooden paddle steamer of 238 tons equipped
with a Boulton and Watt engine of 90 horsepower, was built by contractors in the dockyard at
Deptford. She was joined later by the Monkey, a similar paddle steamer of 212 tons, which had
been built commercially at Rotherhithe and was purchased into the navy. The two vessels were
used solely to tow the sailing men-of-war out of harbour when the direction of the wind made it
impossible to sail out. In fact, the British Admiralty carried its disapproval of the steam engine
to the extent in the official Navy List, and requiring the contractors who built the ships to supply
engineers with them.
Turner’s Fighting Temeraire tugged to her
Last Berth to be Broken Up is a fitting
contrast between the old and the new.
During the Crimean War steamers had to
stand-by to tow the lumbering three-deckers
in and out of action.
France, Russia and Italy followed the
naval lead of Britain by building or acquiring
small steam vessels for use with their navies as
auxiliaries, but, since in the world strategic
situation their navies were of less account than
that of Britain, they could afford to experiment.
Naturally, their experiments produced nothing
revolutionary in the naval sphere; in general they
were, like Britain, reluctant to tinker with their
capital ships until they knew that they could be
sure of the effect. Nevertheless, in Britain, the
Surveyor of the Navy was instructed in 1832 to
design a steamship, the first to be built in Britain
in a naval dockyard by naval personnel. She was
the Gulnare of 306 tons, mounting three guns,
built of wood with paddlewheel propulsion. She

was followed by other small steam gunboats, but until 1840 none were built above 1,000 tons, or
with anything but a small armament. As they drew very little water, less than 5 ft. they were
thought to have a naval use for inshore bombardment purposes, the risk of damage to their
paddlewheels by enemy gunfire being accepted.

Inboard profile of the 131-gunst 1 rate Duke of Wellington (1852). The addition of a propeller
and machinery to a three-decker’s hull made for cramped conditions between decks.
Not all British naval officers were as reluctant as the Board of Admiralty in London to
face the implications of the marine steam engine, and in 1825 Lord Cochrane submitted a
memorandum asking for ‘six steam vessels, having each two guns in the bow and perhaps two in
the stern, not less that 68-pounder long guns’. Such a squadron would have proved a formidable
weapon against fleets of sailing men-of-war, and if built might well have speeded up the changeover from the sailing to the steam navy, which in fact took another half century. Only one of the
six, the Perseverance, was built, and not for the British navy, but for the Greek. She played a
useful, if fairly unspectacular, part in the Greek War of Independence against Turkey.
ron did not enter into the Royal Navy’s calculations until 1840, when the Admiralty
purchased the iron-hulled steam packet Dover for no very clear purpose. No trials were
carried out with her, and she was not used with the fleet. In the same year, three small iron
gunboats were built, each mounting 2 guns, and with paddlewheel propulsion. But they were not
followed up with anything larger, even though the way had been shown by John Laird, the
Birkenhead shipbuilder, who had designed and built an iron frigate which he offered to the
British Admiralty. (On the refusal of the Admiralty even to consider the purchase, she was sold
to the Mexican navy.)
Yet the time was coming when the force of public opinion, particularly that of the
shipping companies, would drive the Admiralty to begin using iron for warships larger than small
gunboats. Orders were placed in 1846 for three iron steam frigates of 1,400 tons, the
Birkenhead, Simoon and Megaera, the first fitted with paddlewheels and the other two with
propellers. They never made it as warships, for gunnery experiments with an iron hull indicated
that iron was still liable to break up and fracture when hit with solid shot, and the three were
completed as troopships. (The Birkenhead’s tragic end off Danger Point, between Simonstown
and Cape Town, in February 1852 is still well remembered.)
So it was back to the wooden hull for the British navy, even though some other navies
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were persevering with iron, backed with a thick lining of teak or oak to provide additional
resistance against damage by solid shot. In Britain, the wooden ships of the line continued to be
brought into the dockyards to be lengthened to take an engine and propeller, even the oldest ships
being converted to steam. The Ajax and Horatio, both launched as long ago as 1809 and thus
relics of the Napoleonic War, were two of the oldest; another was the Nelson, launched in 1814.
The first British wooden ship of the line to be designed from the start to incorporate an engine
and propeller was the 80-gun second-rate Agamemnon, laid down at Woolwich in 1849 and
launched in 1852. But in every case, except for that of the smallest vessels, a British warship
converted to steam still retained her full complement of masts, yards, and sails as her main means
of propulsion. Her engine was a very secondary affair, and elaborate and time consuming
arrangements were made to enable the propeller to be raised out of the water whenever she was
to use her sails, in order to eliminate the drag exerted by the screw and retain the ship’s sailing
performance. It was not until 1861 that the lifting propeller was abandoned in the Royal Navy.
It was no sudden change of heart about the properties of iron that in the end forced every navy in
the world to drop the use of wood for warship building; it was the development of a new form of
gun and the outcome of its first use in actual conflict that brought the change. The naval gun
during the first half of the nineteenth century remained the gun with which Nelson had won his
battles - big muzzle-loading cannon, firing solid round shot. Explosive shells, fired parabolically
from mortars, were used solely for bombardment and never considered as a ship-to-ship weapon.
But in 1822 a French general of artillery, Henri-Joseph Paixhans, wrote a book called Nouvelle
Force Maritime et Artilleris, in which he advocated the firing of explosive bombs from the
normal naval gun, giving them
a flat trajectory instead of a
parabolic one, and thus
converting the explosive shell
into a ship-to-ship weapon.
His gun was given its first
serious test in 1824, against
the old, moored frigate
Pacificateur, and proved
remarkably successful. In
1853 Paixhans’ guns were
used for the first time in battle,
when a Russian squadron of
wooden-hulled ships armed
with the new French guns
encountered at Sinope, in the Black Sea, a Turkish squadron of Wooden-hulled ships armed with
conventional naval guns firing solid shot. It was not just the defeat of the Turkish squadron
which opened the eyes of the world’s navies, but the fact that the explosive shells fired by the
Russian ships set all the Turkish ships on fire and they burned down to the waterline.
The lesson of Sinope was underlined two years later at the bombardment of the Kinburn
forts in the Crimea. After Sinope the French constructed a flotilla of floating batteries, protected
with iron armour, and at the Kinburn bombardment three of them, the Devastation, Tonnante and
Lave, steamed to within 1,000 yards of a fort. It turned out that they were relatively impervious
to the Russian fire, and they emerged unscathed from a position in which any wooden-hulled

One of the French floating batteries frozen in during the
winter of 1855-56 in the Black Sea, after Kinburn.
British iron-hulled armoured floating
batteries.
warship in the world would have been blown to bits.
This demonstration of the advantages of iron construction in modern war conditions could not be
ignored, and Britain was the first to put this experience to use by building, in 1856, the first ironhulled armoured warships in the world - the Terror, Thunderbolt, Erebus and Aetna. They were
designated ‘armoured batteries’ and built to a tonnage of 1,950, with an overall length of 108 ft., a
beam of 48 ft. 6 in., and a drought of 8 ft. 10 in.. They mounted 16 smooth-bore muzzle-loading
68-pounder guns, and their 200-horsepower engines gave them a speed of 5.5 knots. It was
perhaps a small beginning, but the navies of the world had learned their lesson and began to
catch up with merchant navies, which had taken to iron with enthusiasm more than twenty years
earlier.
Before leaving the iron warship, mention should be made of the British East India
Company, which also built warships to protect and enforce their trade monopoly in India and
China. It was 1839 that the Company first considered using iron for their warship hulls, and in
that year they approached the Birkenhead shipbuilder John Laird to build iron warships for
service in the Far East. One of these was the Nemesis, a ship of 660-tons, armed with two 32pounder pivot guns (at the time an innovation in the mounting of guns, when the normal practice
was to mount them on wooden carriages in broadside batteries). Although the Nemesis only
drew 5 ft. of water she made her way out to India under her own steam via the Cape of Good
Hope, and during the First China War (1841-42) was taken over by the British Navy and gave
excellent service during the naval operations.

lthough during the first half of the nineteenth century the world’s trade was expanding
fast, it was not yet at a stage where shipowners, except monopoly companies like the East
India Companies, could contemplate the building of fleet of ships. It was an event in
Britain that first introduced this possibility. Until 1838 the mail for overseas had been carried in
Post Office ‘packets’ (small ships built and run by the government solely for the purpose). These
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were sailing ships, but by this time it was obvious that the steamship was superseding the sailing
ship in the commercial sphere and that, in any service where speed and reliability were essential,
the day of the sailing vessel was over. Rather than bear the cost of constructing new steamships
to carry the mails, the British government decided to put the carriage out to tender by any shipowner able to guarantee a regular steamship service that would carry the mails to their
destination. The value of the contract was enough to provide the shipowner with a sound
economic basis for starting a regular ferry service.
The Government offer of the transatlantic mail service attracted two bidders. One was
the Great Western Railway Company, which already owned the Great Western, on a regular run
between Bristol and New York, and had laid down a larger ship, the Great Britain, destined for
the same service; the second bidder was a Canadian merchant from Halifax, Samuel Cunard, who
owned a number of sailing ships. When the terms of the mail contract were advertised, he
crossed to Britain and joined forces with Robert Napier, one of the best known marine engineers
of the day, to bid for the contract. His tender for it included a clause that, if successful, he would
build four ships and would guarantee to operate a regular service between Liverpool and Boston
of two voyages a month, summer and winter. With his tender accepted, Cunard formed a
company with the shipowners George Burns, of Glasgow, and David McIver, of Liverpool, and
placed orders with Napier for four wooden paddle steamers, each with an overall length of 207ft. and a tonnage of 1,156, and with an average speed of 8.5 knots. These were the Acadia,
Britannia, Caledonia and Columbia, and they began their transatlantic service in 1840.

Britannia, the Cunard paddle steamer. This was the beginning of
the “liner.”
It proved so popular and profitable that four years later the company built the Hibernia and
Cambria, both of them larger and faster than the first four. The Hibernia, in fact, was the first
ship to cross the Atlantic in less than ten days, and was also the first to use the port of New York
instead of Boston.

Four years later, with the transatlantic trade still growing, another four ships were built,
each of them having a tonnage of 1,820 and a service speed of over 10 knots. So much of the
trade was now coming to the Cunard Line that the United States decided to encourage their own
shipowners to compete by offering their own mail carriage contract. It was given to the Collins
Line, which built four new steamers of over 3,000 tons each, the Arctic, Atlantic, Baltic and
Pacific, all of them with a small margin of speed over that of the Cunard ships. But though they
were fine ships, Cunard replied to the challenge by building the Africa and Asia, both of around
2,000 tons, and now with twelve ships in his shipping line he was able to offer a much more
frequent transatlantic service. Moreover, tragedy befell the Collins Line when the Arctic collided
with the French steamer Vista, and sank with the loss of 323 lives, and when the Pacific sailed
from Liverpool with 156 people on board and was never seen or heard of again.
In the face of these disasters the Collins Line built the Adriatic, larger and faster than the
other Collins ships, but so expensive to build that the company went heavily into debt. And it
was at this moment that Cunard unveiled his master stroke, the Persia. She was the first

The paddle liner Persia (1863) gave the Cunard Line mastery of the North Atlantic. She was the
biggest ship in the world for a time and also the first liner with an iron hull, but she was one of
the last of the big paddle steamers.
transatlantic liner to be built with an iron hull, and at her launch was the biggest ship in the
world. Her appearance on the Atlantic killed the Collins Line dead.
It was a government mail contract which gave birth to another of the great shipping lines,
the Peninsula & Oriental Steam Navigation Company. It began with Robert Bourne, who had a
contract for the carriage of the internal mails in Ireland, which he operated with stage coaches

based on Dublin. Bourne bought a small 206-ton steamer, the William Fawcett, to carry the
mails across the Irish Sea. The company he formed was the City of Dublin Steam Packet
Company, and in 1826 he appointed two young men, Brodie Wilcox and Arthur Anderson, who
ran a shipping agency, as his London agents. A second small steamer bought by the company
was the Royal Tar, and she was used to carry cargoes to Spain and Portugal during the Spanish
and Portuguese civil wars. Her reliability and regularity so impressed the Spanish government
that they asked for a regular steamer service to be inaugurated and , with the British Government
offering a contract to carry the mails to the Iberian Peninsula in 1837, Wilcox and Anderson
formed the Peninsula Steam Navigation Company, whose first ship was the Iberia, a paddle
steamer of 516 tons with an engine developing 180 horsepower. In 1840 the Peninsula Steam
Navigation Company was
offered the mail contract to
Egypt and India. Oriental
was added to the Company’s
name, and two more steamers,
the Oriental of 1,674 tons and
the Great Liverpool of 1,311
tons, were built to carry the
mails through the
Mediterranean to Egypt. In
1842 the Suez-Calcutta service
The Iberia
was inaugurated by the
Hindustan, of 2,017 tons, and
in the same year the company
gained the government mail
contract for Australia.
With this extension of
their Indian route to
Singapore, they were
now poised to become
the most powerful
shipping force
throughout the Far East.
There were other
shipping lines starting to
The Hindustan
operate to different parts
of the world around the
same time, for these
were the years which
saw the beginning of the industrial revolution with its immense upsurge of world trade. It was
the start of a golden age for shipping, and the next fifty years were to see more changes and more
development in the size, design, and power of ship than had occurred during the whole of the
previous 2,000 years.

